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Emerald paddy fields. Tobin â€” the artist that has been recruited for the past few years â€” is amazing, and
keeps the audience dancing, drinking, and having fun. The Eco Point was a thrilling Experience where we had
fun shouting our names loudly and hearing it back the same way. All Schools; Delhi; words short essay on
visit to my favorite Place - Taj Mahal words short essay on visit to my favorite Place This is what one could
say on the spot. The old part of the city is fascinating, and features boutique hotels, great restaurants, many
cultural attractions, a spice market, the famous Chinese fishing nets and a wonderful atmosphere. Coconut
trees add more beauty to Favourite Holiday spot. I learned how to wakeboard at Lumina; the staff spent
countless years helping me stand up on the wake, and never grew tired of my mistakes. The roads are good,
and there is lot of greenery, rivers, valleys and of course sea! Enjoy the festivals. From that day to this, I have
had a special place in my heart for this lush, tropical state. All great memories. There are many Ayurvedic
resorts and hospitals in Kerala to choose from, from the serious and austere to luxurious resorts on the beach
that cater to tourists. It is placed between the Western Ghats mountain range on the East and the Arabian Sea
on the West Legend says that Parashuram, the sixth incarnation of Lord Vishnu threw his axe into the sea from
Gokarnam near present day Manglore and it is believed the sea retreated from where his axe fell to give birth
to Kerala! Based on my experience and those of others, here are my top suggestions for a trip to Kerala.
Ascend to the tea plantations of Munnar. Lounging in the sun never seemed so relaxing â€” with the waves
licking the shores and the breeze coming off the bay. Ayurveda is the science of holistic healing that has been
around for centuries and it aims to convert each person into a picture of health. Track wildlife at Peryiyar.
Favorite Holiday Spot Essay. First time I went by bus, then train and in the recent past, took road in my car
with my pals, and the last trip was in Monsoon, which was by flight! The most fascinating day of the trip was
when to went to the hill station, Devikulam which is located very near to. Karaoke night is the night to let
loose and show all your new and old friends your talent. From the majestic heights of the Western Ghats the
country undulates westward presenting a scene of silent valleys clothed in the richest green. Kerala is God's
own land, untouched and unparalleled. The coconut palms, the red tiles houses, the innumerable lakes and
beaches will remain long lasting impressions to any visitor. I have been to several beaches; some are similar,
and some are unique and different, vary with water color, sand and crowd. Kerala has its own unique culture,
distinct from the other states of India, and many of its own festivals.


